ABSTRACT: Apply deep belief networks to online social network image classification, taking Sina microblog as an example of online social network. Images and text information are acquired from Sina microblog developer platform. Deep belief networks use unsupervised learning algorithm learning image characteristics, which is applied to online social networking image classification tasks. In this paper, image classification which combines text features and content features obtained from the deep learning method is proposed. The data sets obtained from Sina microblog were used to evaluation. Finally this method is applied to the sports brand logo image classification, and its practical significance is to compare the attention of different sports brand in different times in different areas.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the further promotion of Web2.0 applications, online social network is becoming more and more popular. In the social network, users can not only exchange information, but also share blog, video, image, location, time and other information. There are large numbers of images and the corresponding text information on the Internet which are produced by the social network. But how to make better use of the text information of these images and to dig out the useful information by analyzing the relationship between the image and the text information have become a new direction of research.
The research object of this paper is the online social network image classification, and image classification is a branch of pattern recognition. In the traditional pattern recognition method, the image classification can be accomplished in two ways: an image classification method based on production rule model [1] and an image classification method based on discriminative models [2] . The similarities between the two methods use the learning model of shallow structure. But the disadvantage of shallow model is that the selection of sample characteristics depends on people's experience and it needs a very deep understanding in the field of research.
Compared with the traditional learning model of shallow structure, deep learning model means that the structure of the neural network model is composed of multiple hidden layers. Deep learning model uses hidden layers to extract information from pixel level raw data to abstract semantic concept layer-by-layer, which has a strong learning ability and efficient capacity of the image features representation. Thus the deep learning model has natural advantages in the field of image classification, and deep learning's algorithm is applied in many fields. Chen Na [3] put forward the use of restricted Boltzmann machine model for medical image classification. Lv Qi et al [4] proposed the use of the deep belief network model in the field of remote sensing image classification. Chun Pan et al [5] presented the use of convolution neural network model for vehicle logo image recognition. H Lee [6] proposed a kind of convolution deep belief network model for image classification.
In this paper, image classification which combines text features and content features obtained from the deep learning method is proposed. The basic idea is to extract features of images by deep belief network, and then complete first layer image classification through the softmax regression classifier model. Finally, the 
Restricted Boltzmann Machine
Boltzmann Machine (BM) is a kind of generative random neural network presented by Hinton and Sejnowski [8] in 1986. RBM was introduced by Smolensky in order to overcome this problem, which was composed of some visible units (corresponding to the visible variables) and some hidden units (corresponding to the hidden variables). Visible unit v and hidden unit h are binary variables and its state is 0 or 1. The entire network is a bipartite graph, and the side only exists between visible unit and hidden unit, but there is no side to connect between them. w is the directly connection weight between hidden layer and layer visible, as shown in Figure 2 :
RBM is a model based on energy. For a set of state (v, h), the visible unit v and hidden unit h joint configuration of the energy function is:
In the formula, θ={Wij, ai, bj} is the parameters of RBM, Wij is the weight of the side between the unit and hidden unit. ai is the bias of visual unit v, bj is the bias of hidden unit h. We can get the joint probability based on the energy configuration function:
Based on the symmetric structure of RBM model, and conditional independence the nodes, the activated states hj of each hidden unit were independent of each other between state when given the state of unit v , the activation probability of the j th hidden unit is as follow:
Similarly, the activated states vi of each visual unit were independent of each other between states when given the state of hidden unit h, the activation probability of the i th visual unit is as follow:
The logarithmic likelihood probability of visible unit v to the partial derivatives space weighted parameters Wij, it can be derived the weights updated criterion for RBM is following:
In the formula (5) 
In the formula (6), i j recon v h is the step model defined distribution after the refactoring. Also, the other two space parameters ai and bj of RBM were updated and adjusted in a similar way, adjustment rules are as follows: 
In the formula, W ij is the connection weight from the last layer unit i to unit; Oj is the output of the last layer unit; θ j is the threshold value of unit j. The output of neurons in the neural network is calculated by activating function. Activating function generally use sigmoid function (or logistic function). The output of the neuron is as follow:
3 ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORK IMAGE CLASSIFICATION METHOD
Text Information Extraction of Online Social Network Image
In the traditional Text-Based Image Retrieval (TBIR) method, it mainly relies on the text information of the image to be retrieved, and the work is usually done by manual. With the development of the Internet, multimedia information such as voice, image, video and other multimedia information is exponential growth, it is difficult to accomplish this work that obtain the text information of the image by manual. With the rapid development of online social networks, the use of online social networks to obtain the text information of image has become a viable way. Sina microblog has a mass of users, with a strong ability to spread, and provides a wealth of interface resources on the Sina microblog developer platform, thus Sina microblog as a proper example of online social network in this paper. On the platform, Sina microblog provides a set of application programming interface (API). And according to the different function of API, the set of API is divided into 16 groups, including the public service interface, the location service interface, the geographic information interface, the map engine interface and so on.
In the location service interface group, Sina microblog developer platform provides the nearby_timeline interface for developers. After log in Sina microblog and get the authorization, developers can use the nearby_timeline interface to obtain the dynamic of a certain location, and data returned format is javaScript object notation (JOSN). So we need to parse the JOSN dada. Request parameter need to set up when call the nearby_timeline interface, and the type and definitions of the request parameters is shown in Table 1 . When the developers call the nearby_timeline interface and set the request parameters, it will return many types of data parameters, including some of the parameters are required in experiment in this paper, and some parameters are not affected by experiments. Therefore, the data parameters required for the experiment are obtained and parsed, and the return parameters list is shown in Table 2 . From the above, we can use the nearby_timeline interface provided by the Sina microblog developer platform to obtain the dynamic of a certain location, which contains a large amount of images, the release time of the images, geographical location and other information. As a result, we can take release time and geographical location information of each image as a text feature.
Learning Process of DBN
DBN is a deep neural network model with multiple hidden layers, which is composed of several layers of RBM and a BP neural network. The learning process of the DBN model is generally divided into two processes of pre-training and fine-tuning. In the pretraining process, the unsupervised learning is used to pre-training each layer of the network layer by layer. With the unsupervised learning, the RBM is trained and the training result of a lower level of RBM is used as the input of a higher level of RBM. The deep level feature vector of the image is extracted from bottom-up, and obtain robustness feature vector. The fine-tuning process is added a layer of the BP network on the top layer of RBM network. The output feature vector of the top layer RBM is received and as the input feature vector of the BP network. Finally, using the traditional global supervised learning method (BP algorithm or Wake-Sleep algorithm) to fine tune all the parameters of the training layer, so as to make the model converge to the local optimal, this process can be considered as a whole fine adjustment of the multi-layer model. The training process of DBN is shown in Figure 3 . 
Online social network image classification process based on deep belief network
Usually the automatic image classification system includes two parts: feature extraction module and classification module. In this paper, the feature extraction module is completed by the deep belief network, and the classification module is completed by the Softmax regression model. Logistic regression (LR) is a regression model where the dependent variable is categorical. This article covers the case of binary dependent variables-that is, where it can take only two values, so LR is often used in the classification problem of two categories. Softmax regression is the extension of LR, its result is {1,2,…,k}. Thus Softmax regression classifier has better classification effect on multiple classification problems.
Text feature
The idea of online social network image classification based on deep belief network is as follows. First, get the images and text information of images through the Sina microblog developer platform. Second, to pre-process the images and image feature extraction is done by DBN, and then the softmax regression classifier is used to achieve the first layer image classification task. Third, the output of the second step is taken as the input of the third step, and the second layer image classification task is performed by matching the text information. The online social network image classification framework based on depth confidence network is shown in Figure 4 . 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Text and indenting Experimental Data Set and Environment Configuration
In order to verify the validity and authenticity of the method proposed in this paper, the experimental data sets of images are acquired from Sina microblog. In order to enhance the practical significance of the research, the paper selects the image as the experimental object, which contains ten kinds of sports brand identity. The ten sports brands are Nike, Adidas, Puma, Kappa, Reebok, Li Ning, Peak, Anta, Xtep, Jordan. The request parameter time of sina microblog is April 2014 and October 2014, which is the area of Haidian District Beijing and Nanan District Chongqing. According to the demand of the deep belief network, the experimental data set is divided into training set and test set. Because of the image obtained from Sina microblog is usually not clear enough, which has a greater impact on the experimental results. So, adding a few clear images in the training set, those images are downloaded from the Internet. Finally, the training set consists of 10 kinds of sports brand logo image, each kind of 50 pieces, a total of 500 pieces, the test set consists of 10 kinds of sports brand logo image, a total of 5000 pieces.
The experimental environment is deployed on the ordinary PC, which is configured as follows: core I3 dual core CPU 8GB, DDR3 3.4GHz memory and Windows 7 software operating system.
Experimental Performance Analysis
In order to verify the performance of the image classification based on deep belief network, the data set obtained in 4.1 was verified in this experiment. In order to obtain the features of the online social network images, all the images are pre-processed, centralized and normalized. Each picture size is 32 x 32 that is 1024 pixels.
In the experiment, the DBN network is stacked and trained by several layers of RBM, but the layers of hidden layer and the number of random unit is not sure. The optimal parameters need to be determined according to multiple tests or experience. In this chapter, the DBN model is used in the experiment, the image of the data set has been normalized, so each picture size is 32 x 32 that is 1024 pixels. The number of random unit of the input layer must be the same as the feature vector dimension of the image input; In order to reduce the influence of the uncorrelated parameters on the training results, each hidden layer has same number of the random unit, and the number of the random unit of each hidden layer is set to 500. Since the data set contains 10 types of different sports brand image, the output layer has 10 random units too.
According to different applications, the network hierarchy structure of DBN model has a big difference. The learning process of the DBN model is divided into two processes of pre-training and fine-tuning. The different layers of the hidden layer will have a different impact on the final classification performance. In addition, the number of iterations of the pre-training process will have a significant impact on the final classification performance, because the more the number of iterations, the image feature extraction is more accurate, but the classification time is also increased. So the maximum number of iterations is 450 times in this experiment in this paper. Finally, to verify the classification results by changing the number of layers and the number of iterations in the pre-training process. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5 .
As can be seen from the above, with the same number of hidden layers and the number of nodes, the performance of image classification is improved with the increase of the number of iterations. With the same number of iterations, the performance of image classification is improved with the increase of the number of hidden layers, but the time of the training process was significantly increased. 
Experimental Significance
In this paper, the concern extent of a sport brand is defined by the proportion of the image that contains the sport brand in all the sports brand images obtained from sina microblog. According to the above definition, the formula of concern extent of a sport brand is as follows: 
In the first layer classification of online social networks based on deep belief network, images of test set are divided into 10 categories. In the second layer, images of test set will be classified according to the geographical information and time information. There are 2 kinds of geographical information and 2 kinds of time information, so images of test set are divided into 40 categories finally. And count the number of images per class, using the formula (10) to calculate the concern extent of various brands in different time and different regions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a method of online social network image classification based on deep belief network is proposed, which Sina microblog as an example of online social network. The text information of images obtained through the nearby_timeline interface of the Sina microblog developer platform, and the content characteristics obtained from the deep belief network. Experiment shows that the method proposed in this paper has higher performance of online social network image classification. The practical significance of this method is that it can evaluate a sports brand in a region has a good popularity and it can be applied to commercial field in the future.
